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The articles published in Navajivana deal with almost
every serious aspect of human conduct. They are not
leaders in the journalistic sense, but, in their technique,
have a tendency to approach a variety of forms, from an
informal chat to an address. Every one of them is sober.
Imagination is always curbed by a stern adherence to hard
facts, marshalled with fairness. Restraint and sincerity
invest every line with moral dignity, making any other
view look morally imperfect. These articles establish a
living contact with the reader. They draw a picture when
necessary, but only in subdued tones, Long or short, every
one of them presents the well-defined outline of a living
vision which the author alone can see and materialise. It is
this feature which gives to the smallest note in Navajivana its
compelling power. Many of his articles have been rendered
into English, and published in Young India or in book-form;
and even in their English version they give a fairly correct
idea of their literary value.
He responds to nature but not with the abandon of an
artist. While on the Brahmaputra he wrote:
The steamer is gliding on the river. We are all sitting on the deck. The
river looks wide as the sea. We can see the banks, far away on either side;
the distance between the two may be two miles or a little over. The voyage
will take about fifteen days, Sublime peace has descended on the river. The
moon, hidden behind the clouds, spreads a soft light over the waters* The
propellers, even as they cut their way through the water, hum sweetly. Ex-
cept for this hum, peace is over everything and everywhere. I alone have no
peace of mind. The steamer is not mine, the river is not mine. I travel in
the steamer through the courtesy of the power of which I am tired, which has
made India decrepit, lustreless, poor.
Few passages in literature possess the intensity and
grace of the moving appeal which he issued to Gujarata
in 1922.
Let him who wants, come. Let him who can, join the fray. Everyone
is invited, but the hungry alone shall come to the feast. Others, even if they
come, will only be sorry. He who has no hunger, will not relish even sweets.
The hungry will relish even a dry crust of bread. Likewise, those who under-
stand non-co-operation can alone stand by it, He who understands finds
-things easy. For those who do not, everything is difficult. What is the use of a
mirror to the blind ?
The times are difficult. Let us not take a thoughtless step, lest we may
rue it	Civil disobedience of laws ! We are no longer ignorant of it Jail
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